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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking about the research for my thesis on ecological forestry (will explain a little more later)- but actually this is more about the method of AA as a tool to support decision making processes.



Decision 

 ? ? ? 
 

Decision Makers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For someone outside the field have this idea of decision makers [switch]



Decision 

 ? ? ? 
 

Decision Makers 

Decision Makers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good search keyword [decision makers]



Decision 

 ? ? ? 
 

Decision Makers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WE have our decision makers, something happens, and voila we have a deciions. Question is what’s happening  in that black blox [switch]



Decision 

Managers 

Scientists 

Stakeholders 

Policy 

Information 

Uncertainty 

Values 

Budget 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well, a lot might be happening- these are some of the inputs that might be going in, among others, and for our heroic decision makers [switch]



Decision 
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Uncertainty 
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Budget 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Might be alittl eintimidated- how am I going to make a good decision? Well, to make a good decision, need a definition of good decision. Debatable, but working definition: good decision is one that is supported by [swtich] a good argumetn
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Policy 

Information 

Uncertainty 

Values 

Budget 

ARGUMENTS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Or arguments . Great- swapped out one question for another. What’s a good argument? Luckily, we have a process to answer that very question–argument analysis! Going to walk through this step by step, but best way is to explain is to demonstrate so [switch]



Question: Should we cut down trees? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start w/ a question for which you need to make a decision. Should we cut down trees? This is a dumb question- going for something Nrish but also simple enough to show basic concepts, this was my brilliant solution. Bear with me. So we have question, and there may be two decision –cut or don’t cut, and each of these deicions supported by [switch]



Question: Should we cut down trees? 

Con Pro 
Harms wildlife Reduce fire hazard 
Increases erosion and 
runoff 

Revenue/jobs 

Degrades scenic 
quality 

Wood products 

Kills trees Regenerate shade-
intolerant species 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Arguments, represented by reasons. This is a table of reasons. To assess decision alternatives, therefore, we can systematiclaly assess the arguments supporting them. So for example,  [stwitch]



Question: Should we cut down trees? 

Con Pro 
Harms wildlife Reduce fire hazard 
Increases erosion and 
runoff 

Revenue/jobs 

Degrades scenic 
quality 

Wood products 

Kills trees Regenerate shade-
intolerant species 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to evaluate this argument- degrades scenic quality. How do we do this? Well, first we need to know what an argument is [switch]



What is an argument? 

P1: Forests are beautiful. 
P2: Cutting down trees makes forests less 
beautiful. 
P3: We should not make forests less beautiful. 
C: We should not cut down trees. 

Is this a good argument? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Argument is built of premises and conclusions. Premies are like evidence- establish the conditions under which the conclusion is justified. So, we start by taking the conclusion we’re going to reach [switch]



What is an argument? 

P1: Forests are beautiful. 
P2: Cutting down trees makes forests less 
beautiful. 
P3: We should not make forests less beautiful. 
C: We should not cut down trees. 

Is this a good argument? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And build. Usually working from some model/example, this is just ridiculous and abstracted, but again, only illustrative. So, here’s conclusion. Maybe first premise is [switch]



What is an argument? 

P1: Forests are beautiful. 
P2: Cutting down trees makes forests less 
beautiful. 
P3: We should not make forests less beautiful. 
C: We should not cut down trees. 

Is this a good argument? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Forests beautiful. Ok Next [swtich]



What is an argument? 

P1: Forests are beautiful. 
P2: Cutting down trees makes forests less 
beautiful. 
P3: We should not make forests less beautiful. 
C: We should not cut down trees. 

Is this a good argument? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cutting down trees makes forests less beautiful. Might feel a little off, but hang in tehre- we’re just formulating, not evaluating quite yet so P2



What is an argument? 

P1: Forests are beautiful. 
P2: Cutting down trees makes forests less 
beautiful. 
P3: We should not make forests less beautiful. 
C: We should not cut down trees. 

Is this a good argument? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
P3 read- ok, now things are getting really sketchy, but I’ll point out our purpose word should- the conclusion is prescriptive, as are all conclusions about NR management. Any time you say we should do something (ought to do something), you have a prescriptive statement. To reach a prescriptive conclusion, need to have at least one prescriptive premise- ought can’t come from us. So P3 is our critical prescriptive premise. Question now is [swtih]



What is an argument? 

P1: Forests are beautiful. 
P2: Cutting down trees makes forests less 
beautiful. 
P3: We should not make forests less beautiful. 
C: We should not cut down trees. 

Is this a good argument? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whether this is a good argument. Good argument is two things: valid and sound. Valid: all P lead to C, sound: all p are true. To assess, we go through one by one, and ot make this easier, we put it in a table [switch]



Argument Table 

Type True/appropriate? Controversial? 

P1 Forests are 
beautiful 

Aesthetic/sociologic
al 

Probably Not really 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
P1 ok



Argument Table 

Type True/appropriate? Controversial? 

P1 Forests are 
beautiful 

Aesthetic/sociologic
al 

Probably Not really 

P2 Cutting down 
trees makes forests 
less beautiful 

Aesthetic/sociologic
al 

Not necessarily Perhaps 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
P2 not necessarily true- in fact evidence that 40% retention and unharvested are roughly same aesthetic ratings. Controversial? Might be general enough to escape reflection, so maybe not, but possible



Argument Table 

Type True/appropriate? Controversial? 

P1 Forests are 
beautiful 

Aesthetic/sociologic
al 

Probably Not really 

P2 Cutting down 
trees makes forests 
less beautiful 

Aesthetic/sociologic
al 

Not necessarily Perhaps 

P3 We should not 
make forests less 
beautiful 

Normative Not really Only if we take it 
seriously 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
P3 normative- I say not really, but actually I’m kind of scratching my head and wondering what this premise is about (which is great, since I wrote it)- but is it saying always, under all conditions, over all other purposes, without quesiton? Pretty easy to imagine situaiton when other things might be considered more important- fire resilience, or even profit. Controversial? Again, only if we actually take it seriously- otherwise I think there might be a lot of head scratching and general disregard. So [switch]



Argument Table 

Type True/appropriate? Controversial? 

P1 Forests are 
beautiful 

Aesthetic/sociologic
al 

Probably Not really 

P2 Cutting down 
trees makes forests 
less beautiful 

Aesthetic/sociologic
al 

Not necessarily Perhaps 

P3 We should not 
make forests less 
beautiful 

Normative Not really Only if we take it 
seriously 

Conclusion: We should not cut down trees 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That’s it. Is it valid? Yeah. Is it sound? No, not generally. What does this mean? Well, going back to reasons [switch]



Con Pro 
Harms wildlife Reduce fire hazard 
Increases erosion and 
runoff 

Revenue/jobs 

Degrades scenic 
quality 

Wood products 

Morally wrong Regenerate shade-
intolerant species 

Table of Reasons 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can knock off one horrible arguemnt .Does this mean we should cut down trees (if that were any sort of a real questin?) No. Just means that paricular reason was not a good one- others to be assessed, and if we’re making a deciison off of this aesthetic reason, probably not very good. Ok, turning now to the actual topic [switch]



Should we use ecological forestry on 
O&C lands? 

Tuchmann & Davis, 2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ecological forestry: strategy of forest amnagement/conservaiton uses silvicultural manipulations to mimic the effects of naturla disturbance and stand development processes to manage for multiple objectives. Currently being proposed in O&C legislation in western Oregon, and there have been a lot of people chiming in saying we should/should not do this for a number of reasons [switch]



Should we use ecological forestry on 
O&C lands? 

Pro Con 
Economic stability Another version of clearcutting 
Restore complex early seral Does not create complex early 

seral 
Old-growth conservation Threatens old-growth 
Keep public lands public Adverse effects 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a bunch of reasons. I’m going to focus on one [swtich]



Should we use ecological forestry on 
O&C lands? 

Pro Con 
Economic stability Another version of clearcutting 
Restore complex early seral Does not create complex early 

seral 
Old-growth conservation Threatens old-growth 
Keep public lands public Adverse effects 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Economic stability for rual counties. A little background [switch]



Should we use ecological forestry on 
O&C lands? 

Tuchmann & Davis, 2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rural counties historically received revenue from harvest o federal lands, support things like schools, policy, also provided employment. NWFP in 1994 triggered sharp decline in harvest, sharp decline inr eveneu, many couties are still struggling. So the argument



P1: Prior to the NWFP, many rural Oregon communities relied on timber production on O&C 
lands for economic stability.  
 
P2: It is unjust to deprive rural communities of economic stability.  
 
C1: Therefore, depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber 
production on O&C lands was unjust. 
 
P3: The injustice of depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber 
production on O&C lands can only be made right by restoring timber production on O&C lands. 
 
P4: We ought to right past injustices if we can. 
 
C2: Therefore, we ought to restore timber production on O&C lands in order to restore 
economic stability to rural Oregon communities. 
 
P5: By managing the O&C lands using ecological forestry, we can increase timber production to 
a level that will restore economic stability to rural Oregon communities. 
 
C3: Therefore, O&C lands should be managed using ecological forestry. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Going to go through this pretty quick, will focus more on table



P1: Prior to the NWFP, many rural Oregon communities relied on timber production on O&C 
lands for economic stability.  
 
P2: It is unjust to deprive rural communities of economic stability.  
 
C1: Therefore, depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber 
production on O&C lands was unjust. 
 
P3: The injustice of depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber 
production on O&C lands can only be made right by restoring timber production on O&C lands. 
 
P4: We ought to right past injustices if we can. 
 
C2: Therefore, we ought to restore timber production on O&C lands in order to restore 
economic stability to rural Oregon communities. 
 
P5: By managing the O&C lands using ecological forestry, we can increase timber production to 
a level that will restore economic stability to rural Oregon communities. 
 
C3: Therefore, O&C lands should be managed using ecological forestry. 



P1: Prior to the NWFP, many rural Oregon communities relied on timber production on O&C 
lands for economic stability.  
 
P2: It is unjust to deprive rural communities of economic stability.  
 
C1: Therefore, depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber 
production on O&C lands was unjust. 
 
P3: The injustice of depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber 
production on O&C lands can only be made right by restoring timber production on O&C lands. 
 
P4: We ought to right past injustices if we can. 
 
C2: Therefore, we ought to restore timber production on O&C lands in order to restore 
economic stability to rural Oregon communities. 
 
P5: By managing the O&C lands using ecological forestry, we can increase timber production to 
a level that will restore economic stability to rural Oregon communities. 
 
C3: Therefore, O&C lands should be managed using ecological forestry. 



P1: Prior to the NWFP, many rural Oregon communities relied on timber production on O&C 
lands for economic stability.  
 
P2: It is unjust to deprive rural communities of economic stability.  
 
C1: Therefore, depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber 
production on O&C lands was unjust. 
 
P3: The injustice of depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber 
production on O&C lands can only be made right by restoring timber production on O&C lands. 
 
P4: We ought to right past injustices if we can. 
 
C2: Therefore, we ought to restore timber production on O&C lands in order to restore 
economic stability to rural Oregon communities. 
 
P5: By managing the O&C lands using ecological forestry, we can increase timber production to 
a level that will restore economic stability to rural Oregon communities. 
 
C3: Therefore, O&C lands should be managed using ecological forestry. 



P1: Prior to the NWFP, many rural Oregon communities relied on timber production on O&C 
lands for economic stability.  
 
P2: It is unjust to deprive rural communities of economic stability.  
 
C1: Therefore, depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber 
production on O&C lands was unjust. 
 
P3: The injustice of depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber 
production on O&C lands can only be made right by restoring timber production on O&C lands. 
 
P4: We ought to right past injustices if we can. 
 
C2: Therefore, we ought to restore timber production on O&C lands in order to restore 
economic stability to rural Oregon communities. 
 
P5: By managing the O&C lands using ecological forestry, we can increase timber production to 
a level that will restore economic stability to rural Oregon communities. 
 
C3: Therefore, O&C lands should be managed using ecological forestry. 



P1: Prior to the NWFP, many rural Oregon communities relied on timber production on O&C 
lands for economic stability.  
 
P2: It is unjust to deprive rural communities of economic stability.  
 
C1: Therefore, depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber 
production on O&C lands was unjust. 
 
P3: The injustice of depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber 
production on O&C lands can only be made right by restoring timber production on O&C lands. 
 
P4: We ought to right past injustices if we can. 
 
C2: Therefore, we ought to restore timber production on O&C lands in order to restore 
economic stability to rural Oregon communities. 
 
P5: By managing the O&C lands using ecological forestry, we can increase timber production to 
a level that will restore economic stability to rural Oregon communities. 
 
C3: Therefore, O&C lands should be managed using ecological forestry. 



P1: Prior to the NWFP, many rural Oregon communities relied on timber production on O&C 
lands for economic stability.  
 
P2: It is unjust to deprive rural communities of economic stability.  
 
C1: Therefore, depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber 
production on O&C lands was unjust. 
 
P3: The injustice of depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber 
production on O&C lands can only be made right by restoring timber production on O&C lands. 
 
P4: We ought to right past injustices if we can. 
 
C2: Therefore, we ought to restore timber production on O&C lands in order to restore 
economic stability to rural Oregon communities. 
 
P5: By managing the O&C lands using ecological forestry, we can increase timber production to 
a level that will restore economic stability to rural Oregon communities. 
 
C3: Therefore, O&C lands should be managed using ecological forestry. 



P1: Prior to the NWFP, many rural Oregon communities relied on timber production on O&C 
lands for economic stability.  
 
P2: It is unjust to deprive rural communities of economic stability.  
 
C1: Therefore, depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber 
production on O&C lands was unjust. 
 
P3: The injustice of depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber 
production on O&C lands can only be made right by restoring timber production on O&C lands. 
 
P4: We ought to right past injustices if we can. 
 
C2: Therefore, we ought to restore timber production on O&C lands in order to restore 
economic stability to rural Oregon communities. 
 
P5: By managing the O&C lands using ecological forestry, we can increase timber production to 
a level that will restore economic stability to rural Oregon communities. 
 
C3: Therefore, O&C lands should be managed using ecological forestry. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a long, complex argument, beneficial to put it in a table so [switch]



Type True Controversial 

P1: Prior to the NWFP, many rural Oregon 
communities relied on timber production on O&C 
lands for economic stability.  

Economic Yes No 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
P1 generally true, not comtroversial –50% revenues directly supported counties/county services



Type True Controversial 

P1: Prior to the NWFP, many rural Oregon 
communities relied on timber production on O&C 
lands for economic stability.  

Economic Yes No 

P2: It is unjust to deprive rural communities of 
economic stability.  

Normative/et
hical 

Not necessarily Perhaps 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
P2 normative, is it true? Not necessarily- example I use in thesis is community supported by trade in crystal meth. Unjust to take it away? Maybe maybe not- needs more consideration. Controversial? Again, maybe not since it looks pretty good, but upon reflection it would be



Type True Controversial 

P1: Prior to the NWFP, many rural Oregon 
communities relied on timber production on O&C 
lands for economic stability.  

Economic Yes No 

P2: It is unjust to deprive rural communities of 
economic stability.  

Normative/et
hical 

Not necessarily Perhaps 

C1: Therefore, depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber production on 
O&C lands was unjust. 



Type True Controversial 

P1: Prior to the NWFP, many rural Oregon 
communities relied on timber production on O&C 
lands for economic stability.  

Economic Yes No 

P2: It is unjust to deprive rural communities of 
economic stability.  

Normative/et
hical 

Not necessarily Perhaps 

C1: Therefore, depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber production on 
O&C lands was unjust. 

P3: The injustice of depriving rural Oregon 
communities of economic stability by limiting 
timber production on O&C lands can only be made 
right by restoring timber production on O&C lands. 

Ethical, 
maybe legal 

Not so much Perhaps 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
P2 two things. First narrow notion of resotative justice- justice can only be resotred by restoring exactly what was taken. Thief takes a purse- does the exact purse have to be returned, or is justice served by compensating woman monetary value equal to the value of the purse, and then she doea what she wants. Second, says timber has to be restored, but look at P2- problem’s not timber per se but economic stability. Ecen if narrow notion of restorative justice is true, what needs to be restored Is economic stbaility, not timber production.



Type True Controversial 

P1: Prior to the NWFP, many rural Oregon 
communities relied on timber production on O&C 
lands for economic stability.  

Economic Yes No 

P2: It is unjust to deprive rural communities of 
economic stability.  

Normative/et
hical 

Not necessarily Perhaps 

C1: Therefore, depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber production on 
O&C lands was unjust. 

P3: The injustice of depriving rural Oregon 
communities of economic stability by limiting 
timber production on O&C lands can only be made 
right by restoring timber production on O&C lands. 

Ethical, 
maybe legal 

Not so much Perhaps 

P4: We ought to right past injustices if we can. Ethical It depends Maybe not as much 
as it should be 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, two things. First, just because we can doesn’t’ mean we should- I learned than when I was about 4, I think from Sesame Street. Second, like P2, what o you mean by right? Right as in restituion (punishment) or right as in restoration of values? May or may not be true- needs further discussion. Controversial? Getting punchy, but like others- this looks like a nice agreeable premise, only w/ a little refelciton it might not be so great.



Type True Controversial 

P1: Prior to the NWFP, many rural Oregon 
communities relied on timber production on O&C 
lands for economic stability.  

Economic Yes No 

P2: It is unjust to deprive rural communities of 
economic stability.  

Normative/et
hical 

Not necessarily Perhaps 

C1: Therefore, depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber production on 
O&C lands was unjust. 

P3: The injustice of depriving rural Oregon 
communities of economic stability by limiting 
timber production on O&C lands can only be made 
right by restoring timber production on O&C lands. 

Ethical, 
maybe legal 

Not so much Perhaps 

P4: We ought to right past injustices if we can. Ethical It depends Maybe not as much 
as it should be 

C2: Therefore, we ought to restore timber production on O&C lands in order to restore economic stability to 
rural Oregon communities. 



Type True Controversial 

P1: Prior to the NWFP, many rural Oregon 
communities relied on timber production on O&C 
lands for economic stability.  

Economic Yes No 

P2: It is unjust to deprive rural communities of 
economic stability.  

Normative/et
hical 

Not necessarily Perhaps 

C1: Therefore, depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber production on 
O&C lands was unjust. 

P3: The injustice of depriving rural Oregon 
communities of economic stability by limiting 
timber production on O&C lands can only be made 
right by restoring timber production on O&C lands. 

Ethical, 
maybe legal 

Not so much Perhaps 

P4: We ought to right past injustices if we can. Ethical It depends Maybe not as much 
as it should be 

C2: Therefore, we ought to restore timber production on O&C lands in order to restore economic stability to 
rural Oregon communities. 

P5: By managing the O&C lands using ecological 
forestry, we can increase timber production to a 
level that will restore economic stability to rural 
Oregon communities. 

Economic/soc
iological 

Unclear Yes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
P5 economic/sociological claims I don’t have time to explain, either take my word or come to the defense. Is it true? Unclear as of now, highly controversial



Type True Controversial 

P1: Prior to the NWFP, many rural Oregon 
communities relied on timber production on O&C 
lands for economic stability.  

Economic Yes No 

P2: It is unjust to deprive rural communities of 
economic stability.  

Normative/et
hical 

Not necessarily Perhaps 

C1: Therefore, depriving rural Oregon communities of economic stability by limiting timber production on 
O&C lands was unjust. 

P3: The injustice of depriving rural Oregon 
communities of economic stability by limiting 
timber production on O&C lands can only be made 
right by restoring timber production on O&C lands. 

Ethical, 
maybe legal 

Not so much Perhaps 

P4: We ought to right past injustices if we can. Ethical It depends Maybe not as much 
as it should be 

C2: Therefore, we ought to restore timber production on O&C lands in order to restore economic stability to 
rural Oregon communities. 

P5: By managing the O&C lands using ecological 
forestry, we can increase timber production to a 
level that will restore economic stability to rural 
Oregon communities. 

Economic/soc
iological 

Unclear Yes 

C3: Therefore, O&C lands should be managed using ecological forestry. 



Type True Controversial 

P1: Prior to the NWFP, many rural Oregon 
communities relied on timber production on O&C 
lands for economic stability.  

Economic Yes No 

P2: It is unjust to deprive rural communities of 
economic stability.  

Normative/et
hical 

Not necessarily Perhaps 

P3: The injustice of depriving rural Oregon 
communities of economic stability by limiting 
timber production on O&C lands can only be made 
right by restoring timber production on O&C lands. 

Ethical, 
maybe legal 

Not so much Likely 

P4: We ought to right past injustices if we can. Ethical It depends Maybe not as much 
as it should be 

P5: By managing the O&C lands using ecological 
forestry, we can increase timber production to a 
level that will restore economic stability to rural 
Oregon communities. 

Economic/soc
iological 

Unclear Yes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, I’ll point out that of our five premises only one is sterling (good job P1) What this means is [switch]



Discussion 

The argument for restoring economic stability 
rests on some questionable premises 
 
If we want to evaluate this argument, we need 
to have a conversation about justice 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Argument is based on some questionable premises and [switc]



Discussion 

The argument for restoring economic stability 
rests on some questionable premises 
 
If we want to evaluate this argument, we need 
to have a conversation about JUSTICE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we want to evaluate it we need ot have a conversation about jsutice. Sounds awesome to me, but I understand it make evoke some trong reaciongs [switch]



Discussion 

The argument for restoring economic stability 
rests on some questionable premises 
 
If we want to evaluate this argument, we need 
to have a conversation about JUSTICE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good keyword search fear and dismay. But that’s the game. NR management is applied ethics- can’t just close our eyes and wish the ethics away. If you were hoping for an easy solution, arugment analysis isn’t it. AA is tool, not solution- poitns out the hard work to be done, doesn’t do hard work for us. So in conclusion [switch]



Argument Analysis 

Transparency 

Clarity 

Evidence/justification 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AA as tool of transparency and clarity. Good in laying evidence and justificaiton behind an argument, so you can see if/to what extent it’s supported, but aso



Argument Analysis 

Communication 

Transparency 

Clarity 

Evidence/justification 

Self-reflection 

Good decision-making process! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Valuable for communication, particularly amongst conflicting groups, and also self-reflection- once you see assumptions, ambiguities, hidden premises revealed, might make you think harder about your own position. All of this might contirbute to a decision making process
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